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Problem Space

Secondary Research

The quest to find our other half has always been an interesting problem that we have attempted to solve using 
technology. Since the start of online dating websites in 1994, people who have found their partners online has 
grown over 600% [1]. Just from 2009 to 2019, that number has increased from 22 per cent to 39 per cent [2].



Currently, 36 per cent of all Canadians use online dating, out of which, 47.6 per cent are women [3]. In 
comparison to men on online dating environments, women are more likely to face harassment and be sent 
unsolicited photos. This can lead to women in general feeling concerns of safety online. In several online 
surveys in the US, 29 per cent of women expressed that they do not feel safe online dating [4]. This plays an 
important factor for moving on to the next stage of meeting people for the first time in real life.



With the new covid environment due to social distancing and health concerns, the importance of this 
challenge is extremely paramount.

To fully analyze the problem space with so many existing applications in the problem space, I looked deeper into existing statistics on online 
dating. I was about to find that: 

Over 53% of people lied on their online dating profile according to a statistics from eharmony [3]

43% of all online users are millennials [5]

36% of women ages 18-34 felt like online dating wasn’t really a safe way to meet people [4]

From my secondary research, I was able to confirm and decided to focus on the experience for women in Canada for the ages 18-34 1



Main Hypothesis

Primary User Interviews

Heterosexual men and women in North America

In order to get additional insights on the problem, I interviewed 7 different participants over the phone about their experiences dating 
in real life and using online dating apps.

Has had experiences with dating apps

Age low 24s to 38 (millennials)

Interview Participant Criteria

I believe that women are searching for a better way to meet people online. I will know this is true when I see improved user feedback on 
their perceived safety and quality of matches. I know this is wrong when users rather utilize other methods to meet people.
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Insight Statements

1. The size of the pool and quality is what is the most frustrating

Here were the insights that I was able to find from several themes from interviews.

2. People want organic conversations and relationships to develop

3. There is not enough information in just pictures or short blurbs for users to select people

4. Talking online and initiating a conversation is difficult with no introduction

5. Conversation develop the organic feeling in relationships, but can be hard to maintain

6. Waiting in between matches or wrong matches are frustrating, feels like time is wasted

7. People want the burden of selecting profiles reduced, but still want to take part in it

8. Friends are better at knowing interviewees than parents

9. A shift in mindset is important to get past the frustration in dating apps and find success
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How might we refinement
from our interviews and user journey, we discovered that majority of the paint points was relating to the chatting experience, as well as the lack of ability 
to know someone more before you start chatting with them. Majority of our interviewees felt safe, as a result, I decided to pivot the HMW statement. By 
focusing on improving the pre-filtering of not ideal candidates and candidates that might create an unpleasant experience, we can more effectively 
improve their safety and reduce discomfort from explicit messages. 

How might we let women find and create better matches with people so 
that they can have a better and safer experience?

How might we make women feel safe meeting people online for the first time?
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Market Research

Matching Algorithm

Photo based Sophisticated

Explore at Will

Area of opportunity

Key Opportunities

Having prompts to help convey personality beyond the bio

Convoluted mechanics and naming wills care people

Calling conversations “Matches” create unecessary burden on both parties

For users, chatting was the best way to get to know someone 
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“I want to get to know someone as 
friends and as time goes on, our 
feelings reciprocate and the feeling 
kinda grows”

Ellen Chen
Human Factors Specialist 
@Medical Consultancy

To find someone who matches her personality 
and beliefs who is truly interested in her

Ellen loves her job in the medical field where she feels like she's helping make a difference for so many patients 
by improving how medical devices work and function. Seeing lots of her friends are getting into relationships 
through dating apps, she gives it a try. Ellen often wonders if there’s a better way for her to meet people rather 
than on random chance. She wants to trust the process but can’t shake off the feeling that she's wasting valuable 
time every time a match doesn't go well.

Long and interesting conversations and 
activities to get to know the other person, 
doesn’t have to be over fancy dinner

Make sure that she doesn’t miss anyone by over 
filtering or not considering people that don’t fit 
her ideal partner image

Turn the time in between matches or when 
matches turn out to be not “right” into 
productive time

It takes Ellen time to warm up to the other 
person, but then sometimes it’s after that she 
realizes that it’s not the right fit.

Increase awareness of the things she is actively 
seeking

Many of the conversations she’s having with people often 
end abruptly, and she’s had to learn to not take that 
personally.

She cannot filter out or select people who aren’t 
compatible with her without matching with them

Algorithm isn’t taking in her preferences, or feels like her 
preferences are not being used even when set

There are so many profiles to go through, but none of them 
are matching the image she has of who she wants

Buffalo, NY

INTJ

Age

Location

Job

27

User goals & Motivations

BehavioursOpportunities

Pain points & Frustrations

Brief Biography

“Online dating has really made me 
gotten in this vicious cycle of being 
lonely, hopeful for meeting people then 
being disappointed again and again”

Primary Persona - 
The Seeker

Reserved, analytical, thoughtful
Traits
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Secondary Persona - 

The Explorer

Olive Wong
Consultant @Resource Sector

To enjoy and meet new people without having 
to constantly keep up with conversations

Olive is a young consultant working in downtown Calgary. Being new to the city, she wants to make new friends 
with people who are familiar with the city and explore with them. She doesn’t want to be tied down by 
committments due to her busy work schedule, but eventually hopes to find her partner.  Olive really cares about 
connecting with others and getting to know them, especially if it means she needs to be clear and communicate 
about her intentions early on.

Through experiencing and talking with various 
people, learn how people think and what she 
may be looking for in a partner

Providing group outings, less 1:1 meetings 
where it’s more awkward

Provide insights and rewards for her to 
continue talking to people

At the end of the day, end up with new friends 
and people she can talk to in this new 
environment

People view dating apps as a way to have 
casual hookups

People don’t write much on their bios or 
interests, cannot even start a conversation 

It’s hard to find or filter people with similar 
interests without detailed filters

Hard to keep up with commitment to different 
chats without turning people away

With life constantly changing and potentially 
moving, hard to commit to anything

Confident, outgoing, spontaneous, 

Olive wants to make sure the other person is being 
respected for their time, and is communicated to.

Calgary, AB

ESFP

Age

Location

Job
25

User goals & Motivations

Traits

BehaviorOpportunities

Pain points & Frustrations

Brief Biography

“I wish finding friends online wasn’t such 
a pain, with so many expectations. Can’t 
we just go back to not having 
expectations?”
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Further User group refinement
I dug deeper into further additional statistics to refine my user group. In an online resource, I was able to find the top 3 countries that not only use 
online dating, but will be willing to pay for online dating services [].

From this insight, I decided to refine my user group further to primariy focuse on millenials of asian descent living in North 
America. Being able to tap into the Chinese market eventually would be important for the business value of the app.

Top 3 Countries:

China 11 % of users paying

11 % of users paying

6 % of users payingCanada

United States
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Areas of Opportunities
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User Experience Map
Ellen’s persona was selected as the primary persona as majority of my interviewees wanted a serious relationship and that was their primary reason for using and 
trying dating apps.

Ellen Chen
Human Factors Specialist

Talking to friends about 
apps

Looking at people’s 
profiles

Filtering profiles based on 
what she thinks she prefers Thinking of what to say to 

the person

Social media stalking to find 
out more information

Searching restaurants or 
places to go to during covid

Looking at different images 
and links sent

Thinking of a way to politely 
end the conversation

Avoiding messages

Looking at different profiles

I hope he responds not like 
the last person 

I can’t tell if this person is good 
or not

text - pain points

He looks kinda cute, I hope 
we match

I wonder what I should  
talk about first not sure 
what they like

Well that was not what I expected This feels like a waste of time

Wow that was so creepy

Well I hope we can still be friends

Why aren’t isn’t he responding

I just don’t know what to respond 
or feel the urge to

Oh wow nice, I guess he 
was interested too

What’s taking so long why 
can I not get a match

There’s nobody that I really like

Help reduce the anxiety in selecting and 
matching with profiles

Help turn the downtime waiting for 
matches into positive experiences

How might we turn unsuccessful 
matches into positive experiences

Improve or help in maintaining the 
conversation

Looking up “36 questions 
to fall in love”

What are some things I 
am looking for?

Anxious but 
hopeful

Overwhelmed

hopeful
Sad

Excited Anxious Drained 
exhausted

Upset, Angry

“You get bombarded with profiles but there’s that 
hope of is there something better?”

Profile Creation Profile Discovery

Goals Pain

Matching Initiating Chat Building Connection Ending

Find someone who matches her 
personality and beliefs

She cannot filter out or select people who aren’t 
compatible with her without matching with them

       
Opportunity 1 Opportunity 2 Opportunity 3
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Main Task Flow

User begins 
registration

PreferencesProfile Page User uploads 
photos

Views 
recommended 

matches

Show 
Recommended 

Profiles

Profile Signup 
Process

Did the user 
complete 

everything?

User selects 
create 
profile

User selects 
Photos

User selects 
Preferences

User enters 
profile 

information

User clicks 
start

Yes

No

Location System DecisionUser Action

Legend
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Inspiration and Ideation

https://projects.invisionapp.com/boards/7A40ZJXNVXW/

Invision Mood Board
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https://projects.invisionapp.com/boards/7A40ZJXNVXW/


Paper Wireframes
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Paper Wireframes
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User Testing Script

Hello and thank you for taking the time to test my 
prototype today. Today we will be going through several 
tasks. Keep in mind there are no right or wrong answers.



The goal of today’s testing is to determine the overall 
usability of the app. Please talk me through your thoughts 
so I know what you are thinking about.

You are a new user, please sign up and create a new account

Please connect your social media

Please tell Eros what your preferences are

Please start a chat

Tasks
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User Testing Part 1

Successes

InsightsResults

Users and testers enjoyed the analytical and curated 
experince in helping create a profile.


Having the Eros suggestion gave people more faith in the profile

Having the chat bot help start and intiate the conversation was welcomed

The flow was not consistent with standard dating app signups

Users wanted insight into the analytic calculations

Registering a new account





2/5 Users Passed

2/5 Users Passed

4/5 Users Passed

3/5 Users Passed

Speak to Eros about your preferences

Select Photos and Bios

Start a conversation

 Main focus of changes

People wanted to see more original content from the 
profile, not just analytics from the chatbot / algorhythm

Was not evident what Eros was doing within the app

“even like home depot, I like to have someone on site, directs me how to use the app”

“because the robot is here, I feel more secure”

“I like that Eros is providing me with something I can talk to the person about”

“because the robot is here, I feel more secure”

“I want to see how Matt describes himself, what he says”

“can I say no to Eros”

“I’m not sure what is the purpose of the affinity test”

“I wanted some indication that Eros was the place to go to setup my profile or is my 
matchmaker in the app.”

I’m fine with the percentages, but I don’t know if people want to know exactly why”

“Right now I’m not sure where the numbers and statistics came from”

“it’s very analytical, I think there should be one thing by the user”
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Change in flow

Register

Register

Connect Social 
Media

Connect Social 
Media

Answer 
preference 
questions

Answer 
preference 
questions

Select Profile 
Photos

Select Profile 
Photos

Answer prompt 
questions

Sign up Flow V1

Answer prompt 
questions

Revised Sign up flow

by shifting up the prompt questions, and creating a detailed signup flow, users can know which step of the way they are in vs feeling like a bunch of 
random tasks. Shifting up the prompt questions with detailed explainations also helped clarified the importance of the prompt questions in helping 
the chatbot (Eros) and show that it is the main driver of the app to get more information and showcase “personality - one of the main point points of 
the persona and opportunities from market research.
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Chattr

Register

The app that knows what you want

Log In

Email

Password

Forgot Password?

Or

Register

Login vs Register account

Out of the 5 first round testers, 3 missed the register 

button

Show only the register button as primary with the login 

button before navigating to a second screen to login

Issue 1 -  Missing the registration button

Resolution

Before After

1
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Chatting with Eros Skipping critical parts

Eros

Some of the things we can 
chat about:

Suggested Profiles

Interests

Core Values

Prompt Questions

Appearance Affinity Test

Pick my photos


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

Enter Message Here 



Start

Account Creation

1 36 Questions

2 Preferences

3 Link social media 
accounts

4 Photo Selection

Help Eros learn more about you.

User Tester

“Is this the home page? It would be 
good if it was gone or completed 
when I’m done tasks

Create a sign up flow progress 
chart to show where they currently 
was at, instead of branching off

Issue 2 - Navigating Tasks

Resolution



Eros

Picture Set 1 of 20

Let me know which photo you feel 
more attracted to


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

Skip

Return Later

Picture Set 

Let me know which photo you feel 
more attracted to

I can’t decide

Before BeforeAfter After

2
Testers were drawn to click the skip 
button because they were unsure 
what to do.

Create a “I can’t decide” button so 
the feedback is actually useful for the 
Eros vs blank data

Issue 3 - Skipping preferences

Resolution

3
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Prompts in messages

9:41

 
Matt Lee



Hey! Hows it going lately
You were born in Quebec?

How was that?
Read 09:41 AM

Nice to meet you!

Yeahh it’s going ok

Enter Message Here GIF 
GIFs

Matt told me that he enjoys walking 
on the beach in the fall because it 
reminds him of his childhood in 
Quebec. Ask him about it!

Eros


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

9:41

 
Matt Lee



Hey! Hows it going lately
You were born in Quebec?

How was that?
Read 09:41 AM

Matt said that he enjoys walking on the 
beach in the fall because it reminds him 
of his childhood in Quebec. Ask him 
about it!

Enter Message Here GIF 


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

User Tester 

“I didn’t know I was chatting with a 
robot, or is this my match” 



Create a banner that is non speech 
bubble like to highlight that it’s a 
“notification”

Issue 4 - Unclear distinction 
of Eros vs person

Resolution



4

Before
Before

Eros

To find out more about 
you, Im going to ask you 
some questions!

These are 36 questions 
designed by psychologist 
Arthur Aron that will help 
me get to know you and 
also build your profile

What Questions

Ok Let’s do it!

Tell me more


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

After
After

Get Started

36 Questions

3

These are 36 questions that lead to 
love, designed by psychologist 
Arthur Aron to build your profile and 
preferences. Help Eros learn more 
about you.

User Tester 

“I want to see explanations of why I 
am doing so many different sections”

Instead of hiding the explaination 
in a “see more”, have it clear in the 
sign up flow

Issue 5 - Unclear why the 
steps are necessary

Resolution



5

“I thought it was a bio at first”
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User Testing Part 2

Successes

InsightsResults

Registering a new account 5/5 Users Passed

5/5 Users Passed

4/5 Users Passed

5/5 Users Passed

1/5 Users Passed

Speak to Eros about your preferences

Select Photos and Bios

Start a conversation

Changing a conflicting preference

There were confusions in the profile being “incomplete”

Pop ups were intrusive and being ignored

Users wanted more information about other profiles

(i.e. Bio, Interests, and Values visible)

Users wanted to see what the discover page looked like, and 
wanted to see more than 1 profile at a time

Some of the modal prompts were unclear what was needed 
to be resolved

Eros seemed less of an after thought of the process

Starting a conversation was more clear people no longer 
didn’t know who they were messaging



 Main focus of changes

“I don’t really understand what this question is”

“If it would be helpful if discover can have scroll”

“I do like its being friendly but because it says hey Ellen, I cant tell what the bot wants”


“What would Matt write about himself about his own bio”

“My favourite feature is Eros, it’s cute and guides me through this process”

“It seems kinda random”
“it broke the flow the conversation I was having the conversation with the bot”

“I think this needs more stuff”
“It’s not clear how I would edit or add preferences”

“I wonder if theres a way to link the core values to show what those values are”
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Matt Lee
Profile

Bio

Like you, Matt is super interested in 
patient care. He’s working as a child 
Physician at the Children’s Hospital

Child Physician by day, city explorer by 
night. Looking for the right one to talk to 
and let me sweep her off her feet

My Ideal date is walking 
along the beach in the 

sunset

Caption 1

Fun Analytical Outgoing

Fishing Camping Cooking

Painting Reading Photography

Hobbies


Discover


Suggested


Profile


ChatsEros

Not interested I want to chat 
with him!

Revamped Profile Bio
Meet Matt Lee!

Profile Hobbies Values

Like you, Matt is super interested in 
patient care. He’s working as a child 
Physician at the Children’s Hospital

My Ideal date is walking 
along the beach in the 

sunset

Fun Analytical Outgoing Foodie

Here are some of how his profile 
matches against yours!


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

Not interested I want to chat 
with him!

Before

After

User Tester

“What would Matt write about 
himself about his own bio”

Create a bio section also ability 
to highlight which interests are 
overlaping in the chart

Issue 1 - Lacking original info

Resolution

1
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Preferences Setting

Save Preference

Preferences

You can always change this 
later on in your profile

Man

Man

Other

Other

Woman

Woman

I am a 

Seeking a

User Tester

“I would want a clearer 
indication of what my 
preferences are, and that they 
were set for me”

Create common filters that can 
be further customized later on 
by talking with Eros

Issue 2 - Lacking common 
filters

Resolution



2

Preferences

Man

Man

Other

Other

Woman

Woman

I am a 

Seeking a

Save Preference

Additional 
Preferences

You can always change this 
later on in your profile

170-180 cm

East Asian

South East Asian

160-170 cm

African

>180 cm

Caucasian

Height

Ethnicity

Tell me what you are 
looking for!

Interests

Core Values

Additional Prompt Questions

Appearance Affinity Test

Pick my photos

Enter Message Here 




Discover


Suggested


Profile


ChatsEros
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Less invasive reminders
9:41

Chats

Oh have you been to that restaur...
Jerry Chen

Yeah it’s going ok
Matt Lee

How did your exam go last week?
Tomson Smith

Hi Nice to meet you Elle!
Roy Joelle

Search

Active Inactive

You haven’t replied to Tomson 
in a while would you like to 
restart the conversation?

ChatSnooze


Discover


Suggested


Profile


ChatsEros

9:41

 
Matt Lee



Hey! Hows it going lately
You were born in Quebec?

How was that?
Read 09:41 AM

Nice to meet you!

Yeahh it’s going ok

Matt said that he enjoys walking on the 
beach in the fall because it reminds him 
of his childhood in Quebec. Ask him 
about it!

Enter Message Here GIF 

You havent talked to Tomson in a while, send 
him a message!

Revive the conversation!

nowEROS


Discover


Suggested


Profile


Chats

3

User Tester

“that was random, wasnt sure 
what it was meant to be”

Create built in banners in the 
chat page as a clearer and less 
invasive redirect

Issue 3 - Proper Modals

Resolution
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Post Testing Survey Results

User Test 1

No clear increase 
in the clarity of 
the sign up flow

Clear increase in 
the average 

rating of Ero’s 
experience

From the post testing survey results conducted, we can see that there were still some opportunitites to clear up the sign up flow, especially regarding how to to 
set various profile filters, and how to discuss that with Eros. Through the changes, there was clear positive impacts in the interaction experiences with Eros. It 
would be important to conduct further testing in the clarity and usability of the sign up flow until it is completed and statistically significant.

In order to confirm and evaluate if the changes in the process and variations had a positive impact on the user experiece, a qualitative test was conducted 
through google forms.

User Test 2
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Future considerations and features

High Effort

Not as critical High Impact

Lower effort

Playing a game in the chatGoing in virtual event dates

GPS location sharing for 
in-person dates

Medium PriorityHigh Priority Lower Priority

Video calling/ Audio calling

Prompting to go on a date

Reports, insights on chats
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Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/IpRA6wyQgYfmtJF8LWsscn/
Dating-App?node-id=178%3A1821&viewport=-6111%2C-3
856%2C0.6214893460273743&scaling=scale-down

Figma Prototype
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Key Takeaways

Conducting a post test survey wouldve allowed better refining and 
prioritization of changes and edits

Don’t redesign an existing process - reinvent the wheel

Hardest thing was not creating ideas, but prioritizing the right ones

It was only after the second user test, I realized creating a post testing survey to get quantative results would be 
much better than just comparing task success. After the initial edit, the task success rate significantly increased; 
however, there were still areas of improvements and insights that was much easier to gleam and evaluate once they 
were compared side to side.

In the effort to create a “different” dating app experience, I tried to not following exisiting formats and flows as 
possible. The interesting result was people were more easily confused, and looking for common elements that 
were common in different dating apps - i.e. a written Bio, age, height, and filters regarding racial preferences. By 
following exisiting apps as a base, I could have gotten additional insights out of the user testing vs users looking 
for features they were used to.

In the begining, one of the most challenging parts in the design was determining how to choose and select what 
were the most important features for the app. It was apparent the key was to refer back to the main user pain 
points and use that to generate the main user flow. What was difficult however, was determining how to show 
these features and ideas whiile remaining focused and on task. In the end, there was effort focused on creating 
certain features that weren’t productive to the main task flow, but can be used in the future for additional features.
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